ROUTE DESCRIPTIONS

COMING FROM MUNICH A8 / KARLSRUHE A8
» At the motorway triangle Leonberg take the A81 towards Heilbronn
» Exit Mundelsheim
» Turn right towards Backnang

COMING FROM FRANKFURT A6 / WÜRZBURG A81 / NUREMBERG A6
» At the interchange Weinsberg take the A81 towards Stuttgart
» Exit Mundelsheim
» Turn left towards Backnang

COMING FROM SINGEN A81
» A81 direction Stuttgart / Heilbronn
» Exit Mundelsheim turn right towards Backnang

IN BACKNANG
» Direction city center, signs are marked with „Tesat-Spacecom“. They are directed to the main gate, there are visitors' parking spaces

FROM BACKNANG STATION (CA. 10 MINUTES BY FOOT)
» Leave the platform through the underpass in the middle of the S-Bahn platform and go to the end of the underpass (signs are labeled „Tesat-Spacecom“)
» There you have to descend stairs, then take the road and turn left to the next traffic light
» Follow the road down the hill, go straight ahead, then a sharp right-hand curve and straight on
» Continue down the stairs to the main street (Etzwiesenstrasse), then turn right and cross the Murr
» Behind the Murr Bridge, take the second street on the right (Wilhelmstraße) and walk until its end
» At the roundabout you will find the visitor's entrance „Gerberstrasse“